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Antibody recruiting molecules (ARMs): synthetic
immunotherapeutics to fight cancer

Silvia Achilli, Nathalie Berthet* and Olivier Renaudet *

Antibody-recruiting molecules (ARMs) are one of the most promising tools to redirect the immune

response towards cancer cells. In this review, we aim to highlight the recent advances in the field.

We will illustrate the advantages of different ARM approaches and emphasize the importance of a

multivalent presentation of the binding units.

Introduction

According to the World Health Organisation, cancer is the
second leading cause of death in the world.1 Cancer treatment
has long been based on the direct attack to tumors by surgery or
using radiation and chemical agents. Nowadays, cancer
immunotherapy is stepping into the game together with these
traditional therapies which still suffer from severe limitations
and side effects.2 The purpose of immunotherapy is to trigger
the patient’s immune system against the cancer cells in a
selective manner. For this reason, monoclonal antibodies
(mAb)3 have been one of the breakthrough discoveries of the
last century and they achieved enormous success in the treatment
of cancer. Nevertheless, these high molecular weight proteins
have serious drawbacks: their production is extremely
expensive,4,5 they possess poor pharmacokinetic properties and
they often provoke severe side effects for patients.6 Besides mAb,
pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as interferon-a and interleukin-2,
have been proposed as immunotherapeutics due to their
regulative activity of the cancer cell cycle.7 However, because
of their modest immunotherapeutic effect, which in addition is
most often offset by their cytotoxicity, cytokines are now less
used compared to immune checkpoint inhibitors (against TNF-a
or TGF-b for example) that proved to be effective in preventing
tumorigenesis.8

More recently, synthetic chemists investigated whether they
could develop fully synthetic molecules for immunotherapy.
These compounds are indeed often easier to prepare than
biological species, which require long and costly biotechnological
processes. Moreover, unlike mAb and/or proteins, they are easy to

administrate and nonimmunogenic9, hence, potentially
overcoming obstacles found during the clinical trials,10 such
as hypersensitivity reactions.11 With the aim to switch the
healthy human serum into a cytotoxic weapon against
tumors,12 Antibody Recruiting Molecules (ARMs)13 have been
proposed. By virtue of a careful design, ARMs have the ability to
exploit endogenous antibodies that are naturally found in the
human blood stream and guide them towards cancer cells.
ARMs are typically covalently linked bifunctional molecules
possessing a Tumor Binding Module (TBM), interacting with
cancer-specific biomarkers, and an Antibody Binding Module
(ABM) aiming to bind endogenous antibodies (Fig. 1A). These
modules first allow the initial formation of a ternary complex
between the antibody and cancer cell (Fig. 1B) which can be
subsequently recognized by different immune effectors to
promote the tumor destruction by various mechanisms. In
the complement-mediated cytotoxicity (CDC),14 the C1q
complement protein binds to the Fc part of the antibodies and
activate the complement cascade, leading to the formation of a
membrane attack complex at the cancer cell surface and its lysis.
On the other hand, the Fc part of the antibodies can also interact
with the Fc gamma receptors (FcgR) of macrophages to elicit
phagocytosis and lysosomal degradation of tumor cells (in the
antibody-dependent cellular phagocytosis, ADCP).15 Finally, in
the antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC),16 natural
killer (NK) cells similarly bind the Fc portion of the antibody to
activate the tumor cell lysis. In this review, we aim at describing
the structural parameters required for the development of potent
ARMs against cancers. During the preparation of the present
report, the De Geest group has published an excellent review
on multivalent antibody-recruiting molecules17 which is fully
complementary to our work.

The design of ARMs relies on several key parameters. First,
all individuals are daily exposed to non-self antigens leading to
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the presence of a high amount of specific IgA, IgM and/or IgG.18

These antibodies stay in the blood stream during the lifetime
and can therefore be exploited in the ARM concept. For
example, different studies6,19 have shown that one of the most
abundant endogenous antibodies in the human serum is
directed against L-rhamnose (L-Rha),20 a carbohydrate antigen
found in the bacteria wall.21 In addition, Galili antigens
exposed to natural microbiotic fauna22 and mammalian
foodstuff23 led to the production of a large amount of anti-aGal
antibodies which are notably responsible for hyperacute trans-
plant rejection. Finally, dinitrophenol derivatives (DNP) are
another class of non-self antigens responsible of the presence
of anti-DNP antibodies in the human serum. One possible
reason is the utilization of DNP as wood preservatives and
pesticides and the dietary ingestion of proteins containing
nitroaromatic amino acids formed in food during cooking.6,24,25

These different antigens therefore represent excellent binding
units as ABMs. Secondly, a large variety of specific ligands for
overexpressed cancer-related receptors26 has been reported for cell
targeting and drug delivery.27,28 These ligands represent the
simplest structural element usually chosen as the TBM to target
selectively tumor cells and avoid damage to healthy tissues or
cells.29 This allows ARMs to bind to the tumor surface that is
originally not recognized by the endogenous human antibodies so
that they induce tumor destruction by immune effectors. Alter-
natively, because these receptors are not always specific, it has
been demonstrated that either a lipid anchor or tumor metabo-
lism can be used for membrane labelling.30

Another crucial parameter in the design of ARMs is the
architecture and geometry of the binding units.17 In particular,

a multivalent display is essential to improve the interaction of
ABM with antibodies. Multivalency is a well-known concept in
biology that can be defined as a multiple and simultaneous
noncovalent binding between two systems e.g., a receptor
and a ligand.31 Its relevance was demonstrated for biological
processes such as cell–cell communication, fertilization, cancer
metastasis, host–pathogen recognition and signal transduction.32

Cell surface receptors, for example, tend to aggregate in clusters
on the membrane upon binding, like in the case of lectins33

and integrins34 which initiate the corresponding biological
effect. Unlike monovalent ligands, which have a restricted
possibility of interactions, multivalent conjugates can exploit
several mechanisms to interact with their receptors, as
extensively addressed by L. Kiessling.35 The so-called chelate
effect is found when oligomeric receptors have their binding
sites occupied by multiple binding ligands, while monomeric
receptors could clusterize to accommodate multivalent
partners (clustering effect). Receptors could also possess sec-
ondary binding sites exploitable for binding. Finally, the
rebinding or statistical association phenomena occur when
multivalent ligands display high epitope concentrations
leading to an increase of apparent binding affinity. Immuno-
globulins are themselves subjected to multiple interactions
with clustered ligands. For example, the monomeric form of
IgM generally presents equilibrium dissociation constant (KD)
values in the mM range for their carbohydrate epitopes,36 mostly
due to the high degree of solvent exposure.37 To overcome
this issue, IgM possesses the ability to pentamerize and use
simultaneously ten binding sites to interact with multivalent
compounds.38,39 Therefore, the design of ARMs should

Fig. 1 (A) ARMs are composed of two domains: TBM (red circle) and ABM (green square). Of note, these two domains are also referred to as the target-binding
terminus (TBT) and the antibody-binding terminus (ABT).9,13 (B) Action mode of ARMs: (1) ARM recognition of cancer cells, antibody recruitment and formation of
ternary complexes; (2) interactions of the complex with an immune actor (here an effector cell); and (3) destruction of cancer cells by immune-mediated clearance.
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consider valency and ligand geometry40 as fundamental key
parameters.

Targeting of the cancer cell membrane
with specific ligands

The overexpression of proteins at the surface of cancer cells
during neoplasia remains essential targets for diverse anti-
tumoral therapies. Rullo et al.41 exploited the mechanism of
the serine protease urokinase (uPA) involved in the tumor
progression. The uPA binding to its receptor uPAR initiates
proteolysis of the extracellular matrix, the spread of tumor cells
and, therefore, the metastasis formation.42 After a first generation
ARM-U1 compound composed of uPA itself as the TBM,43 the
authors synthetized a second generation ARM possessing an
analogue of IPR-803, a previously identified uPAR inhibitor.
Following initial docking studies, several IPR-803 derivatives were
produced and tested by ELISA assays to identify an aryl sulfonate
derivative as the more suitable TBM (Table 1A). The importance of
the sulfonic acid moiety as a major motif was further confirmed
for the interaction with uPAR by co-crystallising the receptor and
the inhibitor. The final ARM, composed of this uPAR inhibitor as
the TBM and DNP as the ABM, was named ARM-U2 (Fig. 2(1)).
In cellulo assays on the uPAR-expressing A172 glioblastoma cell
line revealed a high cytotoxicity at 100 nM ARM concentration due
to ADCP from IFN-g-activated U937 effector cells as well an ADCC.
In addition, an in vivo test was performed on DNP-immunized
mice injected with melanoma B16 and uPAR, showing inhibition
of the tumor progression without side effects observed with
doxorubicin used as a comparative treatment.44

Another interesting approach involves the use of folded
single-stranded nucleic acids, namely aptamers,45 as the TBM.
B. Schrand et al.46 have exploited anti-vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF)47 and anti-osteopontin (OPN) aptamers48

conjugated through hybridization via complementary
sequences, with DNP as the ABM (Table 1B). VEGF and OPN
are two proteins secreted by tumors which bind, respectively, to
proteoglycans49 and integrins/CD44 receptors.50 In this study,
immunohistochemical analysis of the H-2d Balb/c-derived 4T1
breast carcinoma-bearing mice and H-2b C57BL6 MC38
colorectal cancer-bearing mice, that were previously immunized
against DNP and treated with the VEGF-DNP ARM (Fig. 2(2)),
showed the accumulation of endogenous antibody anti-DNP in
the proximity of the tumor. Moreover, a significant inhibition
of tumor growth has been observed with the treated mice
compared to the untreated control (Fig. 3A), without critical
toxicity for the animal. Finally, the authors showed that the
tumor inhibition was dependent on the CD4+ Th1 pro-
inflammatory cells. Altogether, these results showed the interest
of using aptamers as tumoral binding ligands in targeted cancer
immunotherapy.

A novel strategy was explored by Sasaki et al.51 This group
designed the so-called Fc-ARM with the aim to target the largest
population and isotypes of endogenous antibodies by using the
ligand of the crystallizable fragment (Fc). The Fc-ARM was

composed of folic acid (as the TBM) linked via a hexaethylene
glycol linker to an Fc-binding cyclic peptide52,53 (as the ABM)
(Table 1C and Fig. 2(3)). A preliminary surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) assay proved an nM affinity between the
Fc-ARM and Trastuzumab, an anti-HER2 IgG1 mAb. Subsequently,
flow cytometry and fluorescence microscopy have shown the
recruitment of IgG to the human ovarian carcinoma cell line
IGROV-1, only in the presence of the Fc-ARM. Next, in order
to assess whether Fc-ARM antibody recruitment was able to
activate human NK cells and induce ADCC, IGROV-1 cells were
cultivated with NK cells in the presence of the Fc-ARM and
Ofatumumab, a mAb with certified ADCC ability. The released
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) was measured as the evidence of
the effective killing of carcinoma cells. The same assay
performed with serum only showed that the endogenous anti-
bodies can also be recruited by the Fc-ARM and induce ADCC.
The researchers went one-step further and performed in vivo
assay on IGROV-1 tumor-bearing BALB/c nu/nu mice. Intravenous
immunoglobulin (IVIG) was used to simulate the IgG
concentration of the human blood. After Fc-ARM injections,
time-course imaging in vivo showed an improvement of the
blood circulation time along with the accumulation of the
Fc-ARM in the tumor, without significant weight loss of the
animal. Finally, the effect of the strategy on the inhibition of
tumoral growth by NK activation was observed by measuring
the decrease of the tumor volume (Fig. 3B), proving the
therapeutic potential of the Fc-ARM approach.

More recently, the same group54 investigated the applicability
of the Fc-ARM approach by targeting prostate cancer and hence
obtaining a new family of molecules Fc-ARM-Ps by varying the
length between the Fc-III4C peptide and the 2-[3-(1,3-
dicarboxypropyl)-ureido]pentanedioic acid (DUPA) ligand for
prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) targeting. FACS
and confocal microscopy analysis revealed that IgG were
successfully recruited onto PSMA positive LNCaP cells in an
Fc-ARM-Ps concentration dependent way. Next, to evaluate
ADCC cytotoxicity by LDH quantification, researchers exploited
Mogamulizumab (anti-CCR4) and Ofatumumab (anti-CD20)
mAbs, because of their low binding towards LNCaP, together
with NK cells. Surprisingly, the most effective Fc-ARM-P in
recruiting antibodies failed to induce ADCC when using
Ofatumumab, which contains unmodified N-glycan, while it
successfully induced cytotoxicity with the defucosylated N-glycans
containing Mogamulizumab. Even though Fc-ARM compounds
can clearly recruit any endogenous antibody by exploiting their Fc
region, further experiments are ongoing to address the unexpected
binding properties.

B. Lake et al. have recently reported a novel strategy based
on the covalent labelling of endogenous antibodies directly in
human serum with the TBM to optimise the ternary complex
formation.55 After docking analysis, a Covalent Immune Recruiter
(CIR) composed of three modules has been designed: (i) DNP for
recognition with anti-DNP IgG; (ii) a reactive Antibody Labelling
Domain (ALD) containing acylimidazole function to label
selectively anti-DNP immunoglobulins at their lysine side chain;
(iii) biotin (for experiments on streptavidin coated beads) or
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glutamate urea as the ligand of the Prostate-Specific Membrane
Antigen (PSMA), an overexpressed transmembrane protein
involved in cancer cell growth/invasion, to bind selectively an
antibody–TBM conjugate (CIR-Ab) to tumor cells (Table 1D and
Fig. 2(4)). The covalent tagging of endogenous antibodies led to
the subsequent removal of DNP after an intramolecular reaction.
In most of the experiments, DNP-Gly was added in excess in
order to discriminate the covalent conjugate from the non-
covalent one. Preliminary biolayer interferometry (BLI) analysis

with a CIR derivative and purified polyclonal anti-DNP, followed
by non-reducing SDS-PAGE assay with human serum, was
employed to assess the labelling selectivity and confirm the
formation of the CIR-Ab conjugate. Its ability to mediate ADCP
was next evaluated first on streptavidin coated beads and with
human monocyte phagocytic cells. By changing the CIR-Ab
concentration, a dissociation constant of E50 nM was determined
by dual colour flow cytometry. Finally, the same experiment was
performed on transfected HEK293T cells expressing high levels of

Table 1 Examples of ARMs against cancer cells. The ABM module is represented in blue color while the TBM is in red color

Entry
Tumor
target

ARM
valency ABM TBM ARM structure

A41 uPAR Mono DNP uPAR inhibitor

B46 VEGF/ osteopontin Mono DNP Anti-VEGF and anti-
osteopontin aptamer

C51 Folate receptor Mono Fc-binding cyclic peptide Folic acid

D55 PSMA Mono DNP Glutamate urea

E56 avb3 integrins Multi L-Rha cRGD
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PSMA, endorsing the CIR ability to covalently bind the anti-DNP
antibody. This new ARM tool may also have interesting application
as an immune probe to follow the ARM clearance and quantify
human endogenous antibody concentration during immunotherapy.

In a recent study, ARMs displaying multiple copies of L-Rha
as the ABM have been developed to evaluate the importance of
multivalency for binding with Abs.56 These ABMs have been
synthesized from 4- and 16-valent peptide scaffolds using click
chemistry. Preliminary ELISA study and competitive assay with
human serum highlighted the ability of each ABM to bind to

endogenous anti-Rha IgM with a clear improvement of the
structure presenting 16 Rha (Table 1E). These ABMs have been
combined with tetravalent peptide cRGDfV (cRGD), a well-known
binding module for the avb3 integrin overexpressed in diverse
cancer cell lines.57–59 Two ARMs displaying 4 copies or 16 copies
of Rha and a cluster of cRGD (4–4 and 4–16 ARM, respectively,
Fig. 2(5)) at their opposite side have been prepared by click
chemistry. Each compound has been tested against the avb3

integrin expressing M21 tumor cell line and incubated with 50%
human serum. FACS and confocal microscopy have finally

Fig. 2 Targeting of the cancer cell membrane with specific ligands: dinitrophenol (DNP) and the anti-DNP antibody (in black); L-rhamnose (L-Rha) and the
anti-Rha antibody (in grey); general endogenous antibody (in red/violet). (1) Serine protease urokinase receptor (uPAR, in green); (2) vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF) receptor (in orange); (3) folate receptor (in violet); (4) prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA, in red); and (5) avb3 integrin (in blue).

Fig. 3 (A) Tumor volume decreases after vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-dinitrophenol DNP (KLH) treatment (reproduced from ref. 46 with
permission from Springer Nature, copyright 2018). (B) Tumor volume decrease after Fc-ARM+ intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) treatment (reproduced
from ref. 51 with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry, copyright 2020). (C) 4–16 ARM (right panel) better antibody recruitment compared to the
4–4 ARM (left panel, reproduced from ref. 56 with permission from John Wiley and Sons, copyright 2019).
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confirmed the formation of a ternary complex between Abs, ARM
and M21 cells, with an increase of antibody recruitment for the
4–16 ARM compared to the 4–4 ARM (Fig. 3C). This study therefore
highlights the impact of multivalency for the formation of this key
complex for inducing potent antitumoral immune response.

Unspecific targeting of the cancer cell
membrane

As previously discussed, most of the ARMs reported so far
target receptors overexpressed on the cancer cells with specific
ligands. Nevertheless, some disadvantages of this approach
have to be accounted. The interaction between ARM com-
pounds and some receptors (e.g. folate receptors60,61 and avb3

integrin62) can lead to the endocytosis mechanism upon bind-
ing, precluding therefore an efficient recruitment of antibodies
and the subsequent clearance by the immune system.63 More-
over, the formation and stability of the ternary complex are,
indeed, highly dependent on both concentrations and dissocia-
tion constants of each partner, making it difficult to determine
experimental conditions for optimal efficiency.55 To circumvent
these drawbacks, other studies have investigated the use of
lipid anchors or membrane covalent bonds that allow the
multivalent display of antibody ligands at the cell surface.

With a lipid anchor

De Coen et al.12 have proposed to anchor ARMs to membrane
cells using a lipophilic module. This new ARM family named
ARGPs (Antibody Recruiting GlycoPolymers) is composed of a
rhamnosylated polymer, which was functionalized with choles-
terylamine (CholA) (Table 2A) via amide bond formation for cell
surface anchoring (Fig. 4(1)). The glycopolymer was prepared via
the Reversible Addition–Fragmentation Chain-transfer (RAFT)

polymerisation64 from a monomeric rhamnosyl building block
using a pentafluorophenyl (PFP) ester-functionalized chain
transfer agent. Insertion of the lipophilic motif into cell mem-
branes of Jurkat T cells was performed by simple incubation,
thus allowing L-rhamnose moieties to be exposed at their sur-
face. FACS and confocal microscopy analysis have confirmed
the ARM localisation at the membrane at 4 1C and at 37 1C,
revealing only poor ARM internalisation. Subsequent incuba-
tion with human serum led to the recognition by IgG, with a
huge enhancement of the recognition due to the multivalency
(Fig. 5). This study highlights once again the importance of a

Table 2 Example of ARMs using unspecific targeting of the cancer cell membrane with a lipid anchor. The ABM module is represented in blue color
while the TBM is in red color

Entry Tumor target ARM valency ABM TBM ARM structure

A12 uPAR Multi L-Rha CholA anchor

B65 VEGF/osteopontin Multi DNP Di-alkyl anchor

Fig. 4 Unspecific targeting of the cancer cell membrane via lipid anchoring for
local intra-tumoral administration: (1) cholesterol-based polyRha ARM: L-Rha
and the anti-Rha antibody (in grey); cholesterol (in violet). (2) Dialkyl-polyDNP
ARM: DNP and the anti-DNP antibody (in black); dialkyl motif (in orange).
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multivalent rhamnose exposition to ensure an efficient anti-
body recruitment.

Similarly, A. Uvyn et al.65 have used a lipid anchor as the
TBM and have investigated the multivalent presentation of
DNP as the ABM. By using the RAFT polymerisation64 with
pentafluorophenyl acrylate (PFPA), they were able to control the
degree of polymerisation (DP) of the backbone and reach
100 DP, with a maximum of 10 DNP motif substitution per
100 PFPA units (Fig. 4(2)). Firstly, the interaction between the

biotinylated polyDNP, coated on a streptavidin surface, and the
commercial rabbit anti-DNP polyclonal antibody was quantified
by BLI. A 4-log increase of the KD of a decameric PFPA substitution
in comparison to the corresponding monomeric was observed.
Subsequently, the in cellulo assay on CT26 mouse colon cancer
cells using the ARM functionalized with three different lipids
proved the effectiveness of the multivalent approach. Cholesterol
and monoalkyl- or dialkyl-lipid modules were tested in order to
determine the optimal valency of the membrane anchoring and
displaying. According to flow cytometry and confocal microscopy
analysis, the dialkyl-lipid structure proved to be the more efficient
one. The authors next investigated the ability of the different
lipid–polymer ARMs to bind polyclonal anti-DNP antibodies to the
cell surface. According to the binding of the lipid–polymer module
itself, the dialkyl-lipid containing ARM was identified as the most
proficient in anti-DNP antibody recruitment (Table 2B). The lower
efficiencies observed with the other constructs were attributed to
the low binding affinity for the monoalkyl lipid structure, while
the cholesterol was probably too quickly endocytosed by the cell
membrane. The benefit of multivalent presentation of DNP motifs
was also clearly shown since a monovalent DNP-dialkyl lipid used
as a control conjugate revealed a very poor anti-DNP recruiting
capacity. After proving that the dialkyl-polyDNP ARM was able to
bind antibodies even after quite a few days, its ADCP ability was
tested against A431 human squamous carcinoma cells, incubated
with monoclonal human anti-DNP IgG1 and macrophages
derived by CD14+ blood monocytes. The dialkyl-polyDNP ARM
was shown to have an ADCP potency comparable to that of the

Fig. 5 Antibody recruitment with polymers (CholA-p(RhamEAm) versus
different concentrations of a single rhamnose moiety linked to CholA
(CholA-SQA-Rham), with CholA-p(GalEAm) used as the negative control
(reproduced from ref. 12 with permission from American Chemical
Society, copyright 2020).

Table 3 Chemical structures for binding to the cancer cell membrane with covalent linkage. The ABM module is represented in blue color while the
TBM for cell metabolism is in red color

Entry Tumor target ARM valency ABM TBM for cell metabolism Exposed ARM structure

A66 Pinocytosis Mono DNP

B74 Pinocytosis Multi DNP

C76 Folate receptor Mono L-Rha

RSC Chemical Biology Review
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mAb Cetuximab, proving the clinical potential of the receptor-
independent approach. However, no experimental data with
human serum have been reported so far. Despite obtaining the
positive results, summarised in Table 2, it has to be noted that the
lipid anchoring strategy is not selective towards cancer cells.
For this reason, the only possible utilization of this approach
has to be the ARM local intra-tumoral administration.

With covalent linkage

A variety of studies has shown that cell metabolism can be
exploited efficiently to expose chemical moieties covalently at
the cell surface glycocalyx. This approach was used successfully
by Lin et al.66 who have exploited the sialylation pathways67 to
incorporate DNP on the membrane of different tumors. It is
well-known that tumors take advantage of their surface hyper-
sialylation to hijack the immune system and facilitate the
metastasis process.68 By using conjugated sialic acid
(DNP-Sia, Table 3A) with hydrophobic group substitution in
position C-969,70 for optimal cellular uptake, this group showed
the selective incorporation of DNP-Sia into glycoconjugates
decorating the cancer cell surface (Fig. 6A). Confocal micro-
scopy, flow cytometry and Western blotting studies with B16F10
melanoma cells have revealed an over-exposition of DNP-Sia at
the cell surface. Analysis of the DNP-Sia uptake and membrane
presentation with other cancer cell lines, such as Raw 264.7
macrophages, HeLa, L929, SMMC-7721 and U87-MG,
confirmed the potency of this approach. Subsequently, C57BL/6
mice pre-immunized with a carrier protein functionalized
with DNP (DNP-KLH71) and inoculated with B16F10 cells showed
a 60–90% tumor suppression 6–9 days after intravenous injection
of DNP-Sia (Fig. 7A). Moreover, when the DNP-KLH-immunized
mice were treated with DNP-Sia-displaying B16F10 cells, the
metastasis size in the lung was found to be smaller than that in
the untreated control. To assess the selectivity of the treatment
for cancer cells, DNP-Sia was administrated to C57BL/6 mice
bearing subcutaneous B16F10 cells. Fluorescence immunostaining
reported a strong fluorescence surrounding cancer cells and the
minor fluorescence found in the heart and kidneys decreased 4h
after the injection, proving a selective DNP-Sia incorporation by the
cancer cells. Finally, no toxicity was observed in mice even at high
concentration of DNP-Sia.

Although promising, this approach based on sialic acid is
often associated with several synthetic difficulties inherent to
this sugar unit.72 For this reason, several groups used the well-
known protocol for the metabolic labelling of cells (either
ex vivo or in vivo) using N-azidoacetylmannosamine derivatives
such as Ac3ManN3 or Ac4ManN3 as the precursor of sialic
acid.73 Its incorporation by the glycan biosynthetic machinery
in the glycocalyx leads to the expression of the azido group at
the cell surface which can be further functionalized with any
probe molecule by using the Strain-Promoted Azide–Alkyne
Cycloaddition (SPAAC). For example, Uvyn et al.74 investigated
the covalent tagging by using Ac4ManN3 followed by the ortho-
gonal with the multivalent DNP-cyclooctyne derivative
(Table 3B and Fig. 6B). High multivalency was reached by using
13 SPAAC reactive groups within the multivalent backbone

obtained by RAFT polymerisation (DP = 100).65 Dibenzocyclooctyne
(DBCO) was chosen as cyclooctyne because of its high selective
reactivity with azide groups without requiring a cytotoxic copper
catalyst.75 Confocal microscopy and flow cytometry experi-
ments revealed that 25 mM of Ac4ManN3 was the optimal
concentration of azide-sugar for an efficient SPAAC conjugation
with DBCO-polymers to Jurkat T cells. The ultimate ARM was
then composed of a DP 100 polyPFPA backbone functionalised
with 5 units of DBCO and 5 units of DNP. Again, confocal
microscopy and flow cytometry revealed that the DNP valency
was suitable to bind anti-DNP antibodies to the targeted cell
surface. Lastly, a 4T1 cancer-3D spherical structure was

Fig. 6 Binding to the cancer cell membrane via covalent linkage: (A) DNP
(black sphere) conjugated to sialic acid (in pink) and the consequent
carbohydrate sialylation. (B) N-Azidoacetylmannosamine (Ac3ManN3) is
converted intracellularly into sialic acid and exposed at the cell surface
for a subsequent SPACC reaction with an alkyne-DNP polymer (in black).
(C) Ac4Man (in green) conjugated to folic acid (f-PEG-Mz, in violet) is
converted intracellularly into sialic acid and exposed at the cell surface for
a subsequent SPACC reaction with an alkyne-L-Rha (in grey).
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employed to mimic a solid tumor. The experiment was
performed under the same aforementioned conditions and
confocal imaging shows an effective recruitment of the
anti-DNP antibody at the tumor surface.

Li et al.76 extended the previous strategy to label cancer cells
selectively towards normal cells. In their work, the targeting
strategy profited from the overexpression of the folate receptor
(FR) on the cancer cell surface to deliver Ac3ManN3 using a
cleavable folate linker (Table 3C and Fig. 6C). The researchers
hence conjugated Ac3ManN3 to a PEG–folic acid via a disulfide
bridge that can be reduced in the intracellular environment to
release the azido sugar. Prior to this, the optimal concentration
of Ac3ManN3 (50 mM) and the subsequent sialic exposition were
determined on the KERATIN-forming tumor cell line HeLa
(KB cells). After 24 h incubation, the exposed azido-modified
sialic acid was then conjugated to DBCO-Rha (50 mM) via SPAAC
and flow cytometry revealed an efficient recognition by purified
anti-Rha. The CDC response was next assessed by incubating
the resulting Rha-labelled cells with 20% human serum
supplemented with 1% (v/v) human complement. 50% of the
cells previously treated with Ac3ManN3 ended up dead. Finally,
Ac3ManN3 conjugated with PEG–folic acid (f-PEG-Mz) was tested.
FR up-regulated (+) KB cells were incubated with f-PEG-Mz and
the subsequent addition of fluorescent DBCO revealed an effec-
tive cleavage and the selective release of the azido sugar inside
the cancer cells. FR+ KB cells were finally incubated with f-PEG-
Mz for 48 h and cultured with DBCO-Rha and anti-Rha. Flow
cytometry revealed an intense binding compared to other cancer
cell lines that do not overexpress the folate receptor (KB, MCF7,
and HEK-293). CDC assay was performed under the same con-
ditions and gave the same percentage of killed cancer cells
(Fig. 7B). In addition, the ADCP mechanism was also investigated
and 30% of phagocytosis was observed.

Conclusions and perspectives

The different ARM strategies presented here share the same
common objective of directing immune effectors against cancer
cells by using synthetic molecules to mediate their selective
clearance. ARMs clearly represent promising alternatives in
antitumoral immunotherapy where biotechnology still remains

the major exploited strategy. However, if all the reported
approaches have been revealed to be highly efficient to reach these
challenges, they still suffer from limitations. The first ‘non-covalent
ARMs’ aim to directly target membrane features of tumors to form
a ternary complex leading to the activation of the immune system
by several mechanisms. However, the internalisation that may
occur during the binding process with non-covalent ARMs and
their rapid in vivo clearance could represent major hurdles for
therapeutic applications. To circumvent these problems, the non-
specific lipid anchoring and the covalent labelling of the cancer cell
membrane have been proposed and might certainly represent
promising strategies to be explored in the future. In addition,
regardless of the approach, the multimeric antigen presentation
was shown to be a key structural requirement for effective immune
activation by means of multivalent interactions. Due to the diversity
in antibody specificity and isotype distributions found in humans,
the development of libraries of multivalent ABMs (i.e. with different
geometries, linkers, and decorated with various haptens) will be
crucial to achieve high affinity for these antibodies and thus cover a
large population of patients.

To generalize the utilisation of ARMs in cancer immunotherapy,
selectivity issues also appear as an important problem to be
addressed. To this aim, the panel of TBMs has to be expanded
with new selective ligands to the cancer cell surface. Moreover, the
linker between both the ABM and TBM in ARM constructions
represents another important parameter to be optimized to
increase ARM binding to cell surface receptors and antibodies.
Finally, another highly complementary approach derived from the
ARM concept and based on constructs possessing both the TBM
and effector cell activating modules was shown to elicit selective
cancer cell phagocytosis.77 Such an approach could be used as an
alternative to the ARM for individuals having low antibody
abundance. Surfing on the recent progress in the synthesis of
well-defined multitopic supramolecular systems, there is no doubt
that new generation of molecules embedded with selective
recognition and optimized immunomodulation properties will be
reported in near future.
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